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Abstract

Icebergs pose unique risks to shipping and offshore oil and gas ~rations on the

Grand Banks. These include risks of impact on fixed and floating installations. and risks
of scour on sub-sea installations. such as pipelines and wellheads. Iceberg size. shape and
stability are needed 10 determine che interactions and risks. A model is presented that
focuses on the relationship between iceberg molion and its stability. Then melting and
lowing are considered separately. An example is shown to illustt1llc how changes in shape
due 10 melting can lead to insL1.bilities that resull in the iceberg's reorientation 10 a new,

more stable position. Meanwhile some other examples are shown to demonstrate how
lowing force and water drag force change the stability and motion of Ihe iceberg. The
work is a first step towards an iceberg evolution model thaI will eventually incorporate a

detailed description of iceberg shape changes due to melting and fragmentation. Some of
the consequences of reoriemation. such as changes in draft and hydrostatic forces
distribution, can lhen be

consi~.

Such an iceberg evolution model ....iII be a 100110 aid

iceberg risk assessmenl and iceberg management.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Aim
The main aim of this thesis is to provide a method (or the evaluation of the stability
of an arbitnuily shaped iceberg. The changes in stability of an iceberg are mainly derived

from

twO

sources. One source is external forces, such as towing. wind. waves and

currents. The othn is shape change. due to melting and fragmentation. A numerical
iceberg

ev~ution

model is developed here lhal simulaces the stability, floawion. and

motion of an iceberg. Olanges in shape due

(0

melting arc then considered. Futther.

[he

effects of a towing force are examined. Tbe iceberg stability and evolution model will be

a 100110 aid iceberg risk assessment and iceberg management.

-I-

1.2 Scope
Icebergs off the east coast of Canada pose a unique hazard 10 shipping and pettoleum
development. The probability of iceberg collision is decisive in evaluations of feasibility
for differenl types of offshore StnlCtures. such as delaCbable. fixed. or floating slrUCturtS.
In order to avoid collision, the icebergs are uackcd. and lhcit drift trnjectories are
predicled using iceberg drift models. If possible. icebergs are [owe<! away. Icebergs

whose keels (Ouch and plough through (scour) the soft sediments of the seabed may crush
and rupture seabed installations such as wellheads, anchors, mooring systems. pipelines.
and telecommunication cables.

When studying iceberg drift, lowing, grounding and scouring. me environmental
factors and the mechanical properties of the iceberg itself should be considered. Among
those factors. deterioration and stability are the key components to consuuct a more
accurate iceberg drift model. or instnlCt iceberg lowing. If significant mas.~ is lost by an
iceberg due to melting or calving. it can change the iceberg's characteristics. Further, it
can lead to instability or change the iceberg's drift uajectory. In this situation, the
resulting motion is sometimes unexpected. In or<kr to handle this. an iceberg
deterioration model should be incorporated into iceberg drift models. The tendency of
icebergs 10 roll or heel over is well known. and so the potential hazards and difficulties of
towing unstable icebergs may be significant. It follows that there is a need for accurate
techniques for determining the stability of a towed iceberg.

-2-

According to the main aim of this thesis, it is clear that the focus of this research is
not impact. drift prediction, or scouring loads, but rather the iceberg itself. Icebergs in the
Newfoundland and Labrador offshore environmenl change rapidly as they migrate from
northern latitudes, where they originale, to the taliludes around Newfoundland where they
disappear. The changes are due to wave erosion and associated calving, natura! and
forced convective melting. solar radiation melting, and fragmentation due to thermal,
hydrostatic, and motion induced Slresses. The shape changes will result in changes to
stability. Then the stability changes of an iceberg will lead 10 changes in orientation and
floatation. They will also change the distribution of weight and buoyancy. As the
orienlalion and floatation posilion of an iceberg define il5 boundary conditions and
thereby conlrol ilS delerioration totally, stability is an importanl point in mooeling iceberg
evolution.

In this thesis, a methoo is presented that can be used to evaluate the stability.
floatation. and motion of an arbilJ'arily shaped iceberg. Changes in shape due to melting
and external forces, such as towing force and water drag force, are then considered. Some
examples are shown 10 iIluslr.ue how the method works. In order 10 model an evolving
iceberg shape. a substantial effolt is required to keep an accurate and adaptive mesh. This
is foregone here in order to concenttate on the stability and motion issues.

In Chapter 2, a general review of the iceberg literature is presented. In order to
simulale the motion and melting of an iceberg, we need 10 know all its properties, such as

-3-

shape, volume, density, centroid, and moments of inenia. 'These components and other
imponam parameters. such as the iceberg's generalized mass matrix and the selection of
coefficients. are the main subject of Chapter 3. A numerical simulation method is
described in Chapter 4 and some simulation results are presented and discussed,
Conclusions drawn from the worlr:. and suggestions for further research are shown in
Chapter 5. There are three appendices. Appendix A shows the basis of the numerical
methods used in the simulation. Appendix B describes the simulalion program used in Ihe
work in detail. And a sample of input model file for Ihe program is listed in Appendix C
as a reference.

-4-

Chapter 2
Literature Review

In general. we can categorize iceberg deterioration as discrete or continuous. The

melting processes ate continuous and fragmentation processes
lhis thesis is on the motion of a

~Iy

3fe

discrete. The focus of

floating iceberi. including me reorientation

processes as stability changes due to melting or external forces. such as towing force and

water drag force.

Considering an arbitr.uily shaped 3-dimensional ittberg. three aitical components
govern

the

relationship between lhe melting and

movement. 1lley are;

ice

thermodynamics. the shape of the iceberg and lhe iceberg movement due to the change of
stability. In this chapler. a survey of previous work on iceberg melting, iceberg shape and
iceberg stability is presented. AI the end of this chapler. several iceberg deteriOl1ltion

models are also reviewed.
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2.1 Ice tbermodyaami<s
The deterioration of an iceberg is influenced mainly by fj\,C

diff~nl

proccss.es

(Whileet aI.. 1980. EJ·Tahan et al .. 1987. Hanson. 1990). They are:
Surface melting due 10 insolation.

Melling due to buoyant vcniea! convection.
Melting due to forced (air and waler) convection.

Wave erosion.

Calving of overhanging ice, thcnnaJ streSSeS. -faulu' and wave induced

stresses.

Because the continuous deterioration processes are the emphases of this review, the
firsl four proces.ses are considered here.

2.1.1 Swfart: mdtiDC due to insolatioa
Solar radiation on an iceberg surface is a minor but su:ady cause of mass loss from an
iceberg. especially in the summer months. Figure 2·lshows De Jong's (1973) values of

measured insolation for the cenler of the Labrador Sea (60' N) and for the waters east of
Ne..foundland (SO' N). In Figure 2-1, it can be seen that the more northerly point. being

-6-

less foggy than NewfoundJand. reaches the maximum insolation ratio at aboul 5O'i-.
Latilude

(inc:iden~

angle with the sun). roughness of the iceberg's surface. amount of

bubble contenL snow or frost cover. and local metcorological conditions. such as fot! and
cloud cover. are the key factors lhat affect the insolation on an icrllerg. This is the

re3SOIt

the measured values of ice insolatioo ratios in the litemure vary from Jess !han JO'i(clear. Oal i~ surface) to 6()% (bubbly. frosted ice). Hobbs (1914) suggests 6()C;l- as
represenlative of Arctic ice. bm De Jong (1973) and Budyko (1912) suggest 30'*10 4QCK
as a mean value for sea

i~.
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CLEAR
DAY

ALBEDO:35'lb
00

,
MONTH

Figure 2·1 Iceberg surface melting rate due to insolation at so"N latitude (after
White et al., 1980)

2.1.2 Melting due to buoyant vertical convection

Buoyant vertical convection is the result of temperature and salinity differences
between the iceberg melt water and the seawater. When ice melts in seawater, melting at
the ice/water inteliace cools and dilutes the adjacent seawater. Because salinity effects
dominate temperature effects on density, a region of positively buoyant water is created
next to the ice wall that results in an upward flow. Further from the ice the salinity

-8-

quickly rises 10 its ambient value. bUI because of the comparatively larger thermal
diffusivity from the ice 10 the waltr. the temperalute

~mains

depressed This cold w2ter

of ambicnt salinily is negatively buoyanl and sinks. Therefore. the complele flow ficld
consists of an inner upward-flowing boundary layer thai becomes tlticker in !he upward

dirtttion. and an OUIer downward-flowing boundary layer IhaI bec:omes tltickcr in the
downward direction. Thus. thermal buoyancy will be downward and salinc buoyancy will
be upww. Estimates of the nel effect have been made by JiCvcra.! authors.

Josberger (1977) used cxperimcnlal and theoretical studies to estimate thc buoyant
convectivc melting ratc. Thc cxperiment looked at a freshwaler ice wall melling in salt
water of unifonn far· field tcmperature T. and salinity $_. Fieldwork was also done to
validale Ihe laboratory work. In the experiment. Wee differenl flow regimes were
observed. There was a region of laminar flow at the boctom of !he icc and one of lurbulcnl
flow fanher up the ice wall. The two regions wm sepamed by a zone of transition from
laminar 10 lurbulenl flow. The inlerface temperature was observed 10 be dependent 00
flow regime. The coldesl lemperature occurred at the bonom of the laminar region and
slowly increased with heighl until thc lurbulenl region was cncounlcred. In the turbulenl
region the inlerf3CC temperalure remained unifonn and wanner than the icc wall
temperalure outside the turbulcnl region. lhc melting rate. measured normal to the
surface of the ice wall. also depended on flow region. In the laminar regime. the greatest
melt rate was found al the boltom of the ice wall. and decreased with increasing height
from the bottom. The highest melt rates were found in the region of transition from

-9-

laminar to wrbulent now. The author also found lhat the ice face was smooth in the
turbulem zone. and

me melt ra!eS in such zone Wert about 3O'it higher man in the laminar

A field study was carried out to compare with the laboratory work.. In this field
measurement program. an iceberg with a waterline len&th of 100m. a height of 30m and a
dl'3ft of 100m was eltamined. Based on the results derived from the lab experiment. the
author estimated the melt rate of the iceberg was O.lm·day·l and the boundary layer
thickness was of the order O.Sm in the water with the temperature of +2.0·C and salinity
of 33.1Jo/.,.

The melt rate equation obtained from the lab swdies is given by

(2.1)

where V... is the melt rate due to buoyant vertical convection; T, is the: far field water
temperature; and T( is the freezing ttmperature.

Russell-Head (1980) observed ice blocks melting in water of different temperatures
and salinities. The author examined the dependence of melt rate on salinity. water
temperature and ice block size. From the experimem results, the author found that the
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melting mode in fresh waler was different from in waler of seoI-salinily. and if the salinity
of water was between I7.S'ife and 3S.0'1<. the effect of salinity on the meh rates

was

insignificanl The bottom and side melt rates were similar. and the bottom melt rates wen:
independent on the size of the ice block. Convenely, the side melt rate of the large block.
was lower Ihan WI of the medium block. due to the greater thickness of the melt pluJnC
next to the large block.

From Russel1-Head's study, a power relationship Detwecn the melt rate and
temperature difference Detween the water lemperature and the temperature at the onsel of
freezing of seawater (-I.lrC) can be denoted as

(2.2)

The third estimate of melt rate was given by Neshyba and Josberger (1979). The
authors· wort was based on Morgan and Budd's (1977) analysis of Anta.retic iceberg size
and latitude disuibutions. They fitted Morgan and Budd's eight data points to a kastsqUMeS parabola and subtracted the constant intercept as a

~caJving wastage~.

Finally,

they arrived at the following estimate of venical buoyant melt rates:

v..

:II:

0.0076 I6<T, - T,) +0.0012877(T, -T, )lm 'day-I
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(2.])

All of these three melt rate estimates are plotted in Figure 2-2. From the picture, we
can find that these three estimates differ substantially. Especially at higher temperature
gradients, the estimated melt rates differ more and more. The differences in the
experimental conditions, the scale factors between the model and Ihe real iceberg, and the
effect of the waves and current in the tanks lead to such big differences.
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Figure 2·2 Three estimates of the convection melt rale of a nearly vertical ice surface

2,1.3 Melling due 10 forced (air and water) convection

The theory of forced convection iceberg melting is quite complex, as shown in a
theory by Griffin (1977). If the icebergs are relatively small and the wind-driven relative

-12·

velocities are relatively snong. such as 10 to 3OcmIs. the mel! r.ues of iceber'!s from
forced convection are significantly larger (aboul

6 times) than those from narural buoyanl

convection (While el al.. 1980). In this siwation. melting due to focccd convection (wind)

can be eXpeCled to be more impottaDt. When the wind speeds are very small or ntgligible.
we can ignore thc t:fJect of the wind. and consider tht: melting due to forced convection to
be largely dependt:nt on the relativt: velocily and tempen.nue of tht: water and ice. Even if

lltmOSpheric pressure gradienl effects

art:

neglt:Cted. a thick velocity boundary layer will

be generated when the now passes an ict:berg. Because of the
the temperature of the ice wall

~'arit:s

t:xis~nce of

this thick layer.

according to salinity intrusion at the mdt

intt:rf~e.

An approximatt: means of evaluating the melt rates of tabular and non-tabular ict:bergs
was de\'e1oped by White el

aI. (1980).

v =L
..

(2.4)

p,r

where \-~ is mell r1l~ due to forced COD\'ection. P. is the clensity of ice.

r

is the latent

heat of melting of ice. and the heal transfer rate per unit area at the iceberg su.nace. q•• is
denoted as

q =N.xkxT.
•

L

-13-

(2.5)

\,l,'heu

T~

is the water temperarutt• .l; is lhe thenna1 conductivity. and L is lhe maximum

waterline length.

The Nusselt number N. can be wrinen approximately for non-tabular icebergs and
tabular ict:bergs as

where R. and

p.

N. =O.055~p:·

non-tabular

N. "'O.058~p:-·

tabular

are the Reynolds and Prandtl

r.umbe~.

(2.6)

respectively.

The melting rates from Eqn_ (2.6) are ploac:d in Figure 2-3 for various ict:bert kngths.
From Figure 2·3. it is noticeable that the a\'erage meh rates for non-tabular icebergs and
tabular icebergs differ only about 5%.
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- - TABULAR
- - - - - NON·TABULAR

30
40
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70
RELATlVEWATER VELOCITY· em/no:

Figure 2-3 Theoretical iceberg average melting rate due to rorced convection, for
various waterline length (after White et aI., 1980)

2.1.4 Wave erosion

Based on observations and laboratory experiments, we know that most of the melting
of an iceberg takes place on its submerged surfaces. Wave erosion at the water line of the
iceberg is the most important of the various mechanisms affecting iceberg deterioration. It

is clear from published observations of icebergs (e.g., Groen 1969) that waves, even in
cold waters, can rapidly erode a notch or ledge into the side of an iceberg, afler which
calving or fracture can occur. In the summer months, wave erosion and calving may
together account for over 80% of iceberg mass loss.

-15·

Laboratory experiments on wave erosion of icebergs are few. In 19TI. Josbe:rgcr
examined lhe effect of small napper·geDCr.llcd waves wilh a height of 5 cm and a period
of 0.4 sec on a vertical ict: sheet in fresh

Walef"

wilh a temperature of 4"C. A waterline

IK)l.ch of 8 cm deep was carved by the waves in 45 minutes. The notch extended in the
\'ertical direction. one wave heighl notch above the waterline and ainu

f

below the

waterline. where k is wave number.

EI· Tahan et aI. (1987) observed that a sea stale of I 10 2 caused 0.5 to I m of erosion
per day. Based on this observation, Bigg et 3.1. (1997) exuapolaled an approximate mell
rate equalion that was deoote:d by

(2.7)

where V_is the iceberg wave el'OSJon melt r,lIe. and S_ is the sea swe. calculalcd as a
funclion of wind speed according

10

the marine Beaufort scale (MeleOroJogical Office,

1969).

While et aI. (1980) developed theoretical estimates of the amount of ice mched by
wave aClion. The coefficients of their model were scleclcd based on the comparison

10

Josberger"s results and their own ICSts. They suggcsled that the iceberg wave erosion mel!
rate V_per degree Celsius of WOller tcmperature was a function of the mean height H

~
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and period T of the waves. and the roughness height R of the iceberg surface for. rough
ic~

wall. For • smooth

ic~

wall. V_could be calculated in terms of the

wav~ R~yoolds

number

(2.8)

where v." is the water kin~matic viscosity.

Th~

final correlations

w~re

given by

T
[R)~
V_ XIi'",O.<XXH46
Ii'

Rough wall

X~=O.OOOISR:':

Smooth wall

(2.9)
V_

where

~

is the roughness ratio.

The sfl'lOOlh wall melt rates are plotted in Figure 2-4 for typical R~ynolds numbers.
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Figure 2·4 Computed wave erosion rate profiles for a smooth surface at H=lm (after
White et aJ. 1980)

Robe and Maier (1977) reponed another excellent wave erosion example. In their
report, a unique series of five photos taken of the same iceberg over a period of 25 days,
from 12 May to 6 June 1976, was presented. In general, icebergs normally change their
shape so rapidly by a combination of calving, melting and rolling. that it is hard to
identify them after only a few days. In this case, the iceberg had only 4m to 5m of
freeboard and stayed in a very stable position. In those 25 days, the iceberg decreased in
surface area from approximately 190.OClOm2 to an area of 109,OOOm2 • The rate of decrease
in surface area due to wave erosion, undercutting and minor calving, was nearly linear
(Shown in Figure 2+5).
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2.2 Deterioration Models
In general. the popula!ion., stability and size distribution of icebergs are largely
dependent on their deterioration meso Several deterioration models have been developed
in me past few decades {liP. El-Tahan et aI. (l984). Venkatesh et a1. (1994), VenkateSh et
aI. (1985). Diemand et at (1986». One of the main aims of the models has been to have a

way

lO

predict gross changes in iceberg size over a period of days. 10 till in the gaps

belween visual (aircraft) sightings. Many environmental parameters such as wind
direction and speed. CUlTents, waves, air and water temperatures were incorporated into

some sophisticated models 10 obtain more accurate results. In this section. several models
are reviewed.
-19-

The International Ice Patrol (llP)'s deterioration model is based on White et a1:s

repon (1980). In this model. some of the physics. especially the continuous deterioration
processes. such as buoyant convective. wind forced convective. insoWion. and wave
erosion melting were considered. The discrete detericnJ.ion processes. such as
fragmentation and calving. were not iocluded in the model. In order to make usc of the
equations in While et a.t:s report.. some associated environmenlal information. such as.sea
surface tempel1l!\ue (Sm. wave height. and wave period. have 10 De obtained. The
Outpul from the deterioration model is presenled in a simple form that gives the

percentage of the original Jenglh thai has been melled by the model. According 10 the
requirement of IIP's model. each size of iceberg is assigned a characteristic lenglh (Table

2-1). Four melting processes are discussed below in order of increasing importance
(TabJe2-2).

CHARA~STIC

SIZE
Growler

LENGTH

16me1ers

Small Iceberg

60melers

Medium Iceberg

122 meters

Large Iceberg

225 meters

Table 2-2 Dettrioration caused by ncb process coasidertd mdbods over ODe.y
assuming: Wave helCht-'ft, Wavt period.. 10JK, aDd Rdative Vtlodty=25nDIsec:
(US Coast Gurd,1OOJ)
MELTINGCAUSEDBY

I

DETERIORATION

·20·

% OF TOTAL

Insolation

O.02m/day

Buoyanl Convection

O.I2mfday

1.60%

Forced Convection

O.93m1day

14.2%

Wave Induced

6..55m1day

84.0'>

0.30%

1be equations used 10 estimate melting due 10 forced eonvection are based on Fi,ure
~·3

(White el a.I.• 1980). Because

~

is a change in the slope of !he linear

approximalion at a relative velociry of about 25 em/sec. the estimation equations were
divided into IWO pans. one for relallve speed less than 25 em/sec and the otller for greater
than 25 em/sec. The forced convective melting faclor ( FC) is ",ntlen as

FC=(O.934-IO.20210g1o LlS_ (cmfdayrC) less tllan !Scm/sec
FC=(O.66l)-(O.l51Iog ,0 L»(S_ -25)+(0.934-(0.20210g 10 L»25

(2.10)

(cm/d4IyrCl greater than 25cm1sec

""'here L is !he presenl

wat~ine

length of the icebC'rS. and S_ is the relaIive speed of

the iceberg: with respect to the hisronc:al geoslrophie

CUrT'eDl.

Using FC we can obtain the

amount of deterioration due (0 forced convectior,:

(2.11)
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where Z_ is in unilS of haIr days (hence

lh~

0..5) 3nd

me

factor of 100 converts

centimetres to meters.

lbe ....-av~ erosion is the mosl important componml of iceberg deterioration (as

shown in Table 2-2). The equation {2.9} is used to modellhe wave erosion. This equation
is solved for melting rat~ due 10 wave ~rosioo in met~rs per day (lIP):

v... '" H ·0.OOOI46·(2.0IH)G.: . 24·3600· Z_ ·0.5·(1: -TI )

m.day·l

(2.12)

100

In order 10 use this
ic~berg

~quation.

we should first assume a value for the roughness on the

wall. The relationship between the iceberg roughness and the roughness faclor is

shown in Figure 2-6. In this model. a valu~ of 2.0 em was chosen.
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"
Figure 2-6 Effect of iceberg roughness on wave erosion (US Coast Guard. 2001)

The total melt V~I for a given lime period is calculated as:

(2.13)

The final output (the percentage of the original lenglh thai has been melted by the
model) for the time period between the present Pp,...."'.mtJ, and the previous
be calculated:

- 23-

pp_.~

can

(2.14)

.....here

4:

is the char.leteristic length of the appropri:ue size of iceberg. and P,.."..._.

P_ _ arethe percenloflheoriginaJ length

mat has melted.

EI-Tahan el aI. (1984) proposed a delerioration model. which was also based on
While el al.·s repon (I980). 1be model was used by the aulhors to simulate the
deterioration of three iceber!ls in the Grand BankslLabrador Sea off the Canadian east
coast. Then the simulation results were compared with the observations. In their mooe!.
five deterioration processes were considered. 'They were: surface mell due 10 insolation.
melling due 10 buoyant venical convection, melting due to forced (air and waler)
convection. wave erosion. and calving of ovethanging ice slabs. Excepl for the lasl
process. the estimalion equations adopted in the model were the same as the Up's model.
Considering the fragmentation process. White el aI. (1980) poinled out that the failure
length. FI • could be estimaled from

(2.15)
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where H is lhe wave hei!hl and

I

is the thickness of the overllangin! slab. F« a sready

wave field. the time to calve. T~. can be calculated based on the walerline CTOSion r.tlC

T

•

=.!!....
V_

(2.16)

It is notable !hat calving time decreases signifICantly wi!h increasing wave hei!ht and
decreasing wave period. The authon validale the simulation results with some field data.
Three icebergs were involved in comparison. In the first case. the observation dara or an
iceberg reponed by Kollmeyer (1965) was used. The au!hon round that the model
simulations underestimated the mass 10$$ by about 25% over the observation period. The
authors believed that there were twO reasons that could lead 10 the underestimation. One
is the model did not account ror mass loss resulting rrom calving illduced by thermal
stresses. and the other was elTOtS in the estimales or the observed wave heights and period.
In the other

IWO

cases. an iceberg reported by Robe el 31. (1977) and an iceberg (iceberg

No. 032. obsttved at Ogmund E·72 (1980). an orfshore Labrador iceberg surveillance
progr.lm).

the predicted mass losses were in good agreement with the observed mass

losses.

Venkalesh et aI. (1993) examined two icebergs with their deterioration model. The
authors mainly considered wave erosion and calving. two deterioration proc:uses that
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accounted for nearly 80% of the deterioration rate. The estimation equations used in their
model were also based on White et al.'s report (1980). Unlike EI·Tahan et al.'s model
(1987). the autho~ found that the calving events were well simulaled. Meanwhile the

deterioration of icebergs as they emerged OUI of sea ice could be successfully modelled.

Venkatesh et a!. (1985) reported a field study on the delerioration of two icebergs
grounded oUlside St. John's harbour. A 101 of data. such as berg-related. meteorological
and oceanographic data. were collected during the period of 10-25 June 1983. The
autho~

also compared the observation data with the simulation data. In their comparison.

the deterioration model carried out by EI-Tahan et aI. (1984) was adopted. The mass
losses due

10

insolation. buoyant vertical convection, forced convection in air and water.

wave erosion and calving were simulated. The final conclusion was similar 10 the result
of El-Tahan et al. (1984). For one case, the predicted mass loss underestimated by 10%
with the observed mass loss. For the other case, the difference between the predicled and
ooserved mass loss rates was about 30%. The authors explained this great difference in
the same way as El-Tahan et aI. (1984). The main feason was that the model could nOl
simulate calving correctly. Compared with Table 2-2 poinled out in UP's IIlCldeI, the
simulation supponed the opinion that wave erosion and

cal'~ing

may logether account for

over 80% of iceberg mass loss.

Diemand et al. (1986) approached the delerioration modelling in a different way. 1be
autho~ divided

the studies of the deterioration of icebergs into three categories. The

- 26-

fi~1

was laboratory model tests in which melting phenomena involved in the ablation process
were studied. The second was large-scale statistical studies on ice:berg populations. The
last was theoretical studies of calving of icebergs and glaciers based on known
mechanical and malerials propenies of ice. The authors focused on the construction of a
statistical model. and developed a simple Monte Carlo model 10 simulate the kcberg
deterioration. In their model. icebergs could be selected from an initial mass distribution.
and mass loss was assumed to be prop:>rtional to the product of a series of environmental
factors.

2.3 Iceberg Sbape
There are two widely used kinds of iceberg size and shape classification: one is
defined by the liP. and the other one is defined by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) (1970).

The WMO divides icebergs into Wee categories: icebergs. bergy bits. and growlers.
based on the size of the icebergs. A massive piece of glacial ice: whose above water

volume. or sail, eltlends at least S m above the waterline and has a water plane area
greater tha:l 300 m! is defined as an iceberg. A bergy bit's sail ~xtends between I m and S
m above the waterline and has a water plane area of about 100 to 300 m2. A growler has a
sail that extends less than I m above the waterline and a water plane area of about 20 m2,
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The liP has two classifications. one is based on size. and the other

ORe

is based on

snape. The size classification is shown in Table 2·3. Venkatesh et aI. (1988) extended the
size categories with more details. sucn as estimates of perimeter. mass. and surface area
(shown in Table 24). Some details of shape categories defined by the UP are shown in
Table 2-5.

T.bIe 2-3 UP ireberc size a1teprie:s (UP website)
Category

Height[m)

Growler

<I

<S

BergyBit

1-4

5·14

Length [ml

Soull

5-15

15·60

Medium

16-45

61·122

L.vg,

46-15

123·213

Very Large

>15

>213

Table 1-4 Avtraee iceber&sia (Vnble5b d aJ. (19M»)
Perimele:l Wetted surface Total surface

Length

M""

1m)

(tannes)

1m)

area [m 2)

Growler (non tabular)

10

450

30

250

350

Small (non tabular)

55

75.000

155

g,OOl

10,300

Cmgo<y

area [m 21

Medium (non tabular)

125

9OO,OOl

360

36,OOl

48.000

Large (non tabular)

225

5.500,000

650

110,00}

150,000

Small (tabular)

go

250.000

235

15,000

20.000

Medium (tabular)

115

2. 170.<XXl

500

67,000

92.000

Large (tabular)

260

8.230,000

150

150.0))

204,OOl
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T_z,..OP .......
UlegO<)'

Sub-cau:gory

_ ~

Dos<ription

Ratio of waJa" length
10 wi height

T",",,,

Horizontal

0.

>5:1

Flu"""
Steepsidcd
Nonlabular

Blocky

ADd

2.5:1

Aattopped

AcentraJspite

0.
Pinnacle

A pyramid shape that

NULL

may has several
pinnacles
A wave eroded U·shape

""'' ' '.

slot betwecD two or more

NULL

columns or pinnacles
Smooth and muDded

!l<>m<

with low sides

A receDt repon (Anon. 1999). sponsored by the Program for

NULL

EDerxY Research

Development (PERD). integrated three-dimensional shape and geometry for

and

ic::eberJS

observed on the Grand Banks of Canada into I single database. The database coUcettd the

infonnation of iceberg projects over me past 20 years. and conlaiDed dimensions for 872
icebergs. detailed 3-dimensional information for 28 iceberg keels IS ~ from sonar
profiling, detailed 3-dimensiooal information for S66 iceber& sails as measured from

stereo photography. and 2-dimensiooal profiles for ISS iceberg sails and keels.
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Based on this database. an iceberg \isualization project

was developed by Barker el aI.

(1999). This project was also sponsored by !he PERn. In this visualization database. 79
n!Cords thai contained 3-dimensionaJ data. in the form of :a:-y-z<OOntinate data. could be
used to prO\ide an infonnative view of aetuaI icebergs. in which showing keels for :!5
icebergs. sails for 52 icebergs and complete shapes for 3 icrllergs.

2.4 Hydrostatics and Stability
Se\'eral stability evaluation models have been reported in the literature. In general.
twO main methods have been used to study the stability of an iceberg. One is a polential
energy approach and the other is a shape/motion analysis approach.

2.4.1 Poteotial eoergy approach

The potential energy method 10 analyse the stabilil)' of a floating body has been
studied for sevenl decades. In 1984. Bass and Peters developed an interactive computer
program 10 analyse the position of equilibrium of a floating homogeneous body. In their
method. !he stabilil)' of that equilibrium position was delmnined by the relative vertical
movementS of centre of buoyancy B and centre of gravity G. The vertical distance of B
from G is a measure of the potential energy. 1be horizontal distance between B and G.
Gz. is defined as the lever ann of the gravity force and buoyancy (shown in Figure 2-7).
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figure 2-7 FloatiDg bomoceDfOUS body ia dynamic equilibrium ((rom Bass and
Pders.I984)

If th~

pot~ntial ~n~rgy

was at a minimum

\·alu~.

the iceberg is in a slable equilibrium

position. If the lever arm GZ was equal to zero but the potential energy was not a
minimum. th~ iceberg was in an unstable equilibrium position. If GZ was identically
over some

rang~

of orientations. then the iceberg was said to be

range. In such a situation.
In

lh~ir

th~

n~utrally

l.~ro

stable over thaI

polential en~rgy was conslaflt over a neutrally stable range.

program. a 2-dimension model was divided into horizontal or

v~rtical

strips to

calculale the gravily and buoyancy. and the centres of gravity and buoyancy. Finally. the
relationship belween righting lever and potential energy could be drawn. From such
relationship. they focused on the draft changes when the iceberg sought the more slable
position. In their work. they drew a conclusion that

wh~n

an ictberg rolled from

on~

orientation to another. il may increase its draft by as much as 50%. and an average for the
increase in draft was approximately 25% for their 2-dimension models.
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A poe:ential energy method was also used [0 find the Stable position of an iceberg by
Lewis and Dennen (1984). The main aim o( their study was to constnJC1 the relationship
bt:lween rollin! and draft changes. They generalcd model icebergs randomly. and
calculrlted the poe:ential energy as a function of angular displacement. Funher. they
calculated the draft changes when the model moved from a local minimum poIentiai
energy position [0 an absolule minimum one. The method the authors used is described as
followsbrieny.

In their paper. an iceberg was defined as a convex model. and its cross section was

l1f\

n·sided polygon. To delennine the potential energy (or a given orientation. the iceberg
was first routed through the sp«ified angle. abool the centre of mass. The heighl of the
waterline above the centre of mass was then adjuSted u.sing Regula Falsi methOO. Once
the height of the waterline above the centre of mass of the icebt:rg had been found. the
depth

h~

of the centre of buoyancy below the centre of mass could be calculated. Then

the polential energy was given by

(2.17)

where "'" was the area of the n-sided polygon. P, was the densily of the iceberg. g was
the gravitational acceleration. and L was the length of the model iceberg in the direction
of the axis of rolation. 1bey examined 36.000 icebergs, and found that more than 25% of
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those icebergs increased their dr.lfts during rolling. Meanwh.ile. they pointed OUI thai the
majority of the changes were n:lativdy minor. of the order of lQli;.

Their model had several limitations and assumptions. FlISt. the model iceber'!s wen:
2-dimensionaJ. convex, and of constant, polygonal cross-section parallel to the axis of
rOlation. Second. the dynamics of roll wen: nOI included in !heir consider-uion.

2.4.2 Shapt/Motioo analysis approach

In 1980. Bass reported a Study of the stabilil)' of icebergs. His .study was much
diffen:nl from the potential energy melhod described above. He just considered the shape
oflhe iceberg.

The basic theory the author adopled is shown in Figun: 2-8. C is the cenue of gravily
of Ihe ponion of the iceberg above waler, h. is the height above the waler line, B and G
:In:

the: cmtr- of buoyancy and the centre of gnvil)' of the body, H. is the depth below

lhe waler line. and M is the metacenue. lhe distance

f
BM=-

V.
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8M can be wriuen by the formula

(2.18)

w~

J is the area mornenl or inenia or the water-plane section or the body about the

major axis and V. is the below-water volume of the body_ FuJthmnore. the distance

OM

can bt given as

GM=BM-BG
=...i...- O•l 2S(h. +H.)

(2.191

7V.

where V. is the volume of the above-water portion or the berg. The onJy unknown (unlw
total inrormation on the icebtrg was available) is the value or H•. Everything else may
be calculated from the above-wiler ponion.

f~=r~y~·f7t

LLJ

U

Figure 2·8 Vertical cross·section 01. Roatial bomocuaeous body, sbowa. in
equilibrium and in • tilted posiCioa «(rom Bass, 1980)
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To this end. three key parameters were introduced. lbe first one was the above-water
fullness coefficient. and the secol'ld one was the under-water fullness coefficient, anc. the
final one was the water-plane fullness coefficient Using these three coefficients. the
author defined a measured stability ratio, which was the ratio of average width 10 average
height. If the measured stability ratio for a given iceberg with Ihe above Ihree coefficients
was greater than the critical ralio, the iceberg was stable. Otherwise, it was unstable. In
his paper. two simply shaped icebergs, the recwgular cubic model and the ellipsoidal
model. were presented as examples. The author also examined a large number of iceberg
types and gave their corresponding three fullness coefficients. The accuracy of his model
depended greatly on Ihe exact shape of an iceberg.

As an iceberg mehs, the resulling change of shape can cause il to list gradually or to
become unslable and topple over suddenly. Similarly, when an iceberg breaks up some of
Ihe individual pieces may capsize. Nye and Polter (1980) used Zeeman's analysis
(Zeeman. 1977) of the stability of ships. which is based on Catastrophe Iheory, to analyse
Ihis problem. In Iileir work, twO concepts, metaeentre and buoyancy centre, were replaced
by metacentric locus and buoyancy locus. Together wilh the centre of gravily, one can
find the equilibrium altitudes of the iceberg, whether they are stable or unstable, and
whether a stable attitude is dangerously close 10 an unstable one. With the melting of lIle
iceberg, the melacenfric locus evolves. Its relation to the centre of gravity delennines how
the various equilibrium altiludes change and how altitudes of stable equilibrium might be
destroyed. The main advantage of adopting catastrophe lheory is that it gives a three-
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dimensional

~eomc:uica1

piclutC thai enables one to see all the possible equilibrium

altitudes of a ~iven iceberg. whelher they
is

dan~erously

aR

slable or unstable. whethn a stable attitude

close 10 an unslable one. and how positions of

s~1e

equilibrium can be

destroyed as the shape of the iceberg evolves with time. n.ere are some weaknesses in
catastrophe theory applied 10 iceberg analysis. The cataslrophe theory modeling is more
suited 10 analyze slabililY for a ship than for an iceberg. For a ship. mel3C'enlric locus is
fixed while buoyancy locus is changeable. For an iceberg. both change. Calastrophe
theory appears (0 prediCt a rectangular iceberg will heel to a small angle when it becomes
unstable. In faci it rolls 90 degrees.

In Benedict's paper (1980). three modeling lechniques were used 10 calculale the
propenies of an iceberg. Those properties included the centre of gravity. cenlre of
buoyancy. above- and below-water volumes. mass. cross-sectional areas. and momenlS of
inenia. The first technique was 10 fix a certain geomeuical shape. which defined a class
of objects whose individual members were defined by specifying one or more paramelers.
and 10 assume that the iceberg could be modelled as a member of this class. The second

method was to use a '"building

b1ock~

approach. constructing the model by pack.ing

together a number of identical elemenlS. lbe third one was to represenl the iceberg
surface as a series expansion in tenns of analytic functions. In Iile firsl approach. the
metac:entre height was calculated and used to judge whether the iceberg was stable or not.
In Itte second method. the author calculaled the position of !he centre of iravily and the
centre of buoyancy. By comparing these two positions. one could delermine whether the
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iaberg was Stable or not In the function method. the author could compute the properties
of the iceberg. and then analyse itS SL:1biliry.

All the models reviewed above share conunon features. First, all the studies deal with
the 2-dimensional models. Second. the authors eumined some selected simple shapes.
Third. static conditions wm considered in their models. Compared with dealing with the
simple 2-dimensional shape, an arbitrarily shaped 3-dimensional model is much more
complicated. More effon is required 10 compute the properties of the model. Further. the
results derived from the static analysis are not comprehensive. For example, if we do nOI
consider the inertia and motion of a model. it may SlaY in some local stable position. If
Ihe above faclors are considered. the model may pass through a local stable position and
RXl\'e 10 anolher more slable one.
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Chapter 3
Methods

3.1 Scope
Evaluation of the hydrostatic. noalation. and stability properoes of an arbitnrily
shaped noating body is not lriviaJ. Some atKmplS have been made to set simple Stability

criteria foc iceberg shapes using information that can be estimated from the above

W3[tf

portion of the iceberg (e.g. Weeks & Mellor 1917. Bass 1980). The approach taken here

is based on integration of presSlm: over the elemental areas thaI make up the iceberg's
surface (see e.g. Witt & Patel 1984 and Harrison. Patel & Wiu 1989).

3.2 Basic stability tbOOf)'
To start. basic stabililY theory for an iceberg will be reviewed brieny.
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In Figure 3-1. G is the cenrre of gravity of the noal.ing iceberg, and 8 is the centre of
buoyancy. For a floating body. there are two hydrostatic conditions that govern the Slatic
position and orientation. The first based on Archimedes Principle. is that the ratio of the
underwater volume to the totaJ volume must equal the ratio of the density of ice to that of
seawater. That is

10

say. the weight of an iceberg must equal the buoyancy. The second is

that the centre of gravity must be vertically in lioe with the centre of buoyancy. This
means 8 and G should be on the same vertical line (Figure 3-1). Any iceberg should
satisfy lhese two conditions.

WalerLine

Figu~

3-1 Vertical cross-section or an kebrg
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Once the equilibrium is broken. such as due to melting. fragmentation or an external
force. the iceberg will go 10 a new stable position. In order to detennine the new stable
position. a dear understanding of hydrostatic stability is needed.

3.3 Shape dermition and coordinate system transformation

3.3.1 Shape definition

A right-handed Cartesian coordinale syslem is used in this thesis as shown in Figure
3·2). Any change of orientation can be broken up inlo 3 individual rotations. The standard
order is: first yaw.lhen pitch. and finally roll.
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prrCH~

YAW

y

ROLL

G

Figure 3.2 Body coordinate system

The choice of method for representing the natuml surfaces of icebergs in delail is
directed by the need for flexibility to describe the shape. keep track of and update shape
.:hanges. detennine hydrostatic. floatation. 3nd stability characteristics. and evaluate

A set of incnial. or space system denoted as o(xo _Yo':',) is fixed with respcct to the
undiSlUrbed waler surface with the :.:. axis pointing up. A non-inenia. or body system
f(x, . .\ ",.:./) is fixed with respeCI 10 the centre of mass of an iceberg. The surface of an

iceberg is divided into a series of triangles. E:ich triangle is defined by three poinls
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(x,.)·•• .:,)

in;a body system and a unit nonna.I vector Ii inside the body. Each point in a

triangle is explicitly MSOCia1~ with two nearby points to form a triangular surface plane:
unit tangents from the swface point to its two associated points define the surface normal
lX prodUCt). The set of elemental triangular areas constiMe the discretized surface area.
The relationship between space coordinate system and body system is shown in Figure
3-3.

FiCUre 3-3 Sp$Ke and body coordiaale systems

Changes in shape due

[0

continuous ablation processes are evaluated at each point at

specified time interVals; likewise the surface normals are evaluated at each point using the
new positions of the surface points. As the ablation processes involve a variety of
environmental conditions that are more or less directional. it is necessary that the vectors
defined in the body system be Icnown in the space or inertial system as welL This em be
done with the appropriate cOOfdinate system transformations (see e.g. Abkowi12 1969).

3.3.2 Coordinate system transformation: position, traoslation vehx:ily, and
forandors
The orientation of a body axes relative to inenial axes is given by three consecutive
rotations through the Eulerian angles (4'I.8.lf"). The coordinate transformation method
used here follows Abkowi12 (1969). In Figure 3-4. a body axes system -G.

)'1' .:,

is shown

with its initial orien13.tion equal to some fixed axes (which for convenience can be
assumed to be coincident with

x.. YI' z,. The first rotation is about the

ZI axis through an

azimuth angle Y': the rotated body axes become "1. y~. z~. The rowion matrix T('I') is
given in Eqn.(3.0.

(l.l)
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,~~'"

.

"~
.
I,

'~'

/1'
'1{'"

PU~E YIEJ

I,

I,

io

~

ISOlmlcvm
Flgul't 3-4 RotItion 0( body axes tllroup azimuth angle If'

The second rotation is about the

)'~

axis through the lrim angle

Figure 3·5. The rotated body axes become

T(e) =

~.

e. as illustrated

in

Jl' Zl' hs transformation matrix T(8) is

""e
0
[sine

(3.2)

Pl"~'2

I""

z,

z,

Fipl't)'5 Rotlitioa of body ues tb.rouP trim . . 9
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Tht' third rotation is about lhe X, axis through the roll angle 4J. as shown in

3-6

whe~

axes

.f...

Figu~

the x. '):. ;: axes give lhe final orienLation of the body with ~ to the space

Y.. , :.,.Its rotation matrix is

T(~).

written as

T(</>l=[OOI ,",,"
-sin~

Si~</>]

(3.31

C05~

')7-"
r'

ISOil'TRIC '1£1

;

0

Z,

These: three l'OLauons must be done in this order to arrive

at

the required body axes

orienLation. The rotation matrices can be combined to give lhe transformation rnauix TT:
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TT :T(.. )r(9)r~)
cosBcos'f
cosBsin't'
-sine
"" sintllsinBcos'f' -cos41sin'f' sin41sin9sin'f' +cos4Jcos'f' sin41ros9
[ ros41sin8=Y'+sin41sin'f' cos4>sinBsin'l'-sin41cos'f coscJlcosB

where

w

]0,4)

subscript T dcDOles that this transformation is for translationaJ vtlocil)'.

position. and force vectors. The inverse of this transformation is

COS8COS'f

TTl = rosesin'#'
[
-sine

sin41sinBcosY' -cos41sin'f

TTl given by

cos41sin8cos'P +Sincz,Sin'f]

sin41sin8sin'f'+coscJlcos'f cos4»sin8sin'Y-sin41cos'f' (3.5)
sin41cos8
cos41cos8

To apply the coordinate

sysll~m

transformation and lhe inverse transfoonation to me

calculation. lei us consider the position vector F,. which locates a point P(x. y.;:) on a

body's surface and

w~

components are given in its body ucs. Given the position

veclor in space of the body ues' origin. I, by H, • and the orientation angles (fb,8,"",
lht: posilion Vec\or in me space axes of the poinl P(x.y.z:) is given by R,. (showll in

Figure 3.]):

(3.6)

The components of a veclor given in the space coordinate: system are determined in a
body coordirule system oriented al angles (tIl.9. 'I'J to the space axes by the
·46·

tnnSfonnation mauix in Eqn. (3.4). The

inv~

transformation is applied in the opposite

case. such as in £qn" (3.5). when components of a vector given in a body axes system are
10 be detennined in the space axes.

3.3.3 CoordiDak system traaslOl'lDltioa: I..IIpIar velocity vKtors

Excepting position. velocity. and force vectors. angular velocity and angular
acceleration are

n~

to describe !he motion of the iceberg. Angular velocities

If, B. and tP in space system are applied to the iceberg in succession and the angular
\"e1ocily

(J)

in body syskm is detennined by summing the vector components of azimuth,

lrim, and roll '"elocities" Again the method presemed here follows Abkowitz (1969).

Beginning with the azimuth '"e1OOty

If . !he azimuth component of Cd is

(3.7)

where p.q.and r are the components of the angular velocity vector Cd about the body
syslem's x. y, and:: axes.

Applying the uim velocily

9 second. the trim compooent of Cd
~47

-

is

(3.81

Ending 'Aith the roll velocity rj,. lhc roll compoocnt of

w is

(3.91

Thus the total angular velocity.

tJJ.

is given by

(3.10)

which reduces to

(3.11)
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where the transformation matrix is

(3.12)

The inverse transfonnation matrix can be used 10 find the angular velocity
components 'Y.8.and

4>. when

p.q.and r are known in the body system. It is writlen as

I sintbtan8 COStblan8]
costb
-sin tb
sintbscc8 costbsec8

T;' = 00
[

(3.13)

3.4 Pressure integration tecbnique
Classical methods of calculating hydrostatic stabilily. either initial stability or
dynamic stability. rely on the calculation of centre of buoyancy and metaeentre. Then the
position of the centre of buoyancy is determined from the submerged volume and the
position of the metaeentre arises from consideralion of the waler plane's second moments
of area. This approach 10 hydrostatic stabilily faces the difficulties of calculating
hydrostatic characteristics of an arbilJ'3l'}' shaped body by using ilS volume and water
plane area. and suffers from a very restrictive range of validily. such as the small angle
assumption and the 'wall-sided' assumption. In this Ihesis, another more fundamental

approach is used; the physically more realistic pressure distribution acting over the
submerged body surface. The pressutt integRlion technique (Witt & Patel. 1984.
Harrison et aI. 1989) is used 10 yield all the hydrostatic chanCleri5lics of the ice body.
This me!hod is a transfonnation of surface integrals 10 volume integrals !hat allows
corn-entional naval architectUral quantities to be derived directly from !he integr.nion of
surface pressure. 'The method is implemented in a general purpose prognm !hat can
compule the hydrostatic characteristics or an arbitrary shaped floating body. wilh !he
body surface defined as a series or panels. The pressure integration technique allows
complex geomelries to be modelled accurately and provides accurate results for large
angle rotations. This method requires good discretization. In !his !hesis. the smooth
surface of the iceberg is re·meshed and !he entire body surface is divided into panels.
such as lriangles. This mesh process can be done by some meshing 100is or some 3dimensional model constrUCtion tools.

Consider the arbitrary body shown in Figure 3-7 floating atlhe free surface between
air and water. 'The air is at a constant pressure equal to the free surface pressure. The
pressure is assumed to be constant across the free surface. The pressure P of the water
wi!h respect (0 the free: surface at any point (.c. y. :) in space system below the free
surface is:

P=P.87.
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(3.14)

where Po' is the density of water. and g is the acceleration due 10 gravily. There are (wo
forces acting on the body. The firsl force is the weight of the body acting vertically
downwards. The second fora: is due 10 the fluid pressure acting on the body's submerged
surf3Ce. The incremental force df acting on the a small surface parch d$ due to fluid
pressure is

df = P.gz·tJS

(3.15)

(3.16)

By integrating over the submerged surface of the body. the total buoyancy force.

f •.

i'

(3.11)

where Ii is rhe unit normal veelor 3Cting into the body and is a function of position vector

R(x. y. :). Similarly. the incremental roll moment about the cenue of gravily. due to
buoyancy.

dM is:

(3.18)

Integrating

(3.'9)

X<;..
ii(.r.y.z)
Centre of Gravity _
~
R(.r.y.d
dF

d!
Draught

Water

Ficurt,l.1 F10atiDg body tquilibrium

To compute the mass moment of inertia. prodUCI of inertia. wh.ich are associated with
the volume imegration. !he divergence lbeorem is used here 10 transform volume
imegration 10 surface imcgratiOil.
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..·here dS•. dS. and dS: are projections of an element of the surface 5 in the x. y and z
direction respectively pointing outwards from the surface of volume V .

In order [0 simulate the motion of an iceberg. we need to know its generalized mass
matrix. such as the mass of the iceberg. the momenl of inertia and the product of inenia.
which is described as follows.

3.5 Volume and centrt of mass

3.5.1 Volume orthe ice model

The model assumes the i« has conslallt densil)'. An Arctic iceberg can reasonably be
assumed 10 be of conSWIt densily (see Gammon el al 1983). although this assumption is
I\Ol:

a1\o\'3Ys correct for Antamic iceberp. In the present cast the centroid of the volume is

cqui\·a1ent [0 the

«n~

of mass.

The total weight of the iceberg at resl in sUltic equilibrium is equal to the buoyancy.
In order to obtain the volume of the ice model. let us assume the whole body is
submerged into the water. the total buoyancy F._ r_ is
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(3.21)

which is also equal to the toW vtttical fon:e due 10 hydrostatic

~.

foc a full

submerged iceberg.

F._,_ :p•• #:-idS

,

(3.22)

where the subscript Sr means the total surface of the iceberg.

From the Eqn. (3.21) and Eqn. (3.22). the volume of the submerged body V . where
based on our assumption the volume of the ice model. can be calculated by

(3.23)

3.5.2 Wricbt oCtile ice modd
Because the body is in equilibrium. the weight Ft; is equal to the buoyancy F,

F,:F.:p··ff'-i>dS

"
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(3.24)

whe~

Ss is submerged surface of the iet model.

3.5.3

Cm~

01 1M buoy..,. aad Calm of the: mass

By applying the

~ in~gration

technique and the divergence lheorcm. and

integrating O\·cr the whole submerged surface. Ss' of the body, we can write lhc centre of
buoyancy as follows:

ff :x. DdS
:I,::

jf;:.idS

(3.25)

'.

If ,,·idS
.'1,

=:

If,

z.idS

(3.26)

(3.27)

through integrating the toW surface. ST' of the body, lhe centre of the mass can be
yielded
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x" =

#".idS
4f;,.idS

,

(3.28)

#:Y.idS

#:', id5

)'G =

(3.29)

(J.JO)

3.6 Water plane area
'The water plane area S•. can also be derived from the pressure integration technique

s.

=

fJ.·idS

(3.31)

"
where

k

is unit vector in :: direction in space system (shown in Figure 3-7), and

unit vecton in

oX

and." direction. respective:ly.
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i. j are

3.7 Properties or ice body
In order
~nies.

fO

simulate the motion of lhe iceberg. we need know the other mass

such as moments of inertia and products of ioen..ia. All of lhesc elements can

be oblainea through volume inlegmion. Here we use the divergence theorem to transform

volume inlegration 10 surface integration.

3.7.1 Moment orintrtil and prodUd of iDertia
The method used in this thesis to transfer volume inlegration to surface integration is
described as follows. The transfonnation is based on the divergence theorem (see Eqn.
(3.20».
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l"cP.fJfCX'+J'JdV
.'

"" P,~«~x'

1.

+~ry)d5. +(-~.r' +-}ry)dS, +(-~.r' + iryldS: I

(3.35)

=p,f[f xu/V

= p,~[(-i.r' +~X:;:)dS. +(-i; +iXlZ)dS, +(-~r +-iX:;:ldS:1

Ie

(3..34)

=p,f[f XJdV

= P.~(C-~.r'

Ie

')

+~.: -ry)dS. +<ir+.l)': _xly)dS, +(~.r'+.%)':-rYldS:J

(3.36)

=p,f[f J'zdV

'" p'f[(-i y' +i y:z)dS. +<-i l +i iz)dS, +(-i I

+i

(3.31)

ylZldS,1

3.8 Coordinate system transformation ia simuJatioa

3.8.1 Initial transformatioD matrix

The conslI'UCoon of the coordinate syslcm transfonnation matrix has been described
above in section 3.3. Here we use

To

as tlle initial tnnsfOrmaUon mattix, and 1;"1 as the

initial inverse uansformation macrix.
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3.8.2 Simulation process
Assuming at time

'1

lhal lhe ice model has rolated through three small angles

1II1'81 'CI compared wilh its initial SLaIUS. and men the uansfonnation malrix from space
syslem to body system is denoted as:

T =T,T,

(3.38)

and Ihe transfonnation malrix from body syslem 10 space system is denoled as:

(3.39)

At time r•. the corresponding transfonnation malrices become:

(3.40)

(3.41)

3.9 [quatioas or motion for a body moviDg with six cIegrfts

3.9.1 Molioo equatioas
II is assumed that the motions of the iceberg are linear and harmonic. An iceberg
floating at sea is allowed 10

mov~

in all the six degrees of freedom of motion.

i.~.

tr3fIslation along lhrec orthogonal axes and rotation aboul each of the three axes. So il is
necessary 10 choose an axis syslem 10 describe lhese motions and
one that is mosl

conveni~nt

for the

dev~lopmenl

of

th~

th~ choic~

should be

motion analysis. To this

~nd.

a

right-handed coordinate sySl~m (x,y.:) fixed with respect 10 the mass centre of the ice
model with: venically upward is used. which has been described in section 3.3.

Th~

translalory displacemenlS in Ihe x. y. and l direc:tions wilh respecl 10 the origin are

'11' '1:- and 1/J'

~pectively.

so that '11 is the surg~, 1/: is the sway. and 1/) is the heav~

displacement. The angular displacemenlS due the rotational motion aboul the

X.

y. and ::

axes are 1/•. '1,. and '1•• respeeth·ely. where '1. is !he roll. '1, is the pilCh. and '1. is the
yaw angle (Salvestn. Tuck and Faltinsen. 1970).

Under

th~

assumptions thai the responses are linear and harmonic. the six linear

coupled differential equations of motion. without exciting forc~ and moment. can be
wriuenas:

(3.42)
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where M;o arc lhc components of the generalized mass matrix for the ice mass,

";0 and

B;o arc the added-mass and damping coefficients. and C;a are the hydrostatic restoring
coefficients. The weight. buoyancy, and !he moments (i.e. all the C;a terms) due to !he
difference beNo"een the weight and the buoyancy are laken in the lhesis. as the external
forces that govern the motion of !he model.

During the simulation proces§es, the generalized mass matrix of the iceberg. the
position and the orientation of the iceberg will be updated cootinuously. Considering at
some time t., which is a time intervalliJ past the time:

t •• l

,

the iceberg moves and rotates

a \"ery small displacement and angle compared with the position and the oriemation at the
time: t._ l • This is the reason small angle lheory is adopted in this lhesis"

In the model. the :Idded mass coefficients and damping coefficients arc taken to be
constants during the whole simulation process.. In realiI)', all of these coefficients arc
related to the iceberg's shape and frequeocy of oscillation. [mprovemc:m of the added
mass and damping coefficients are recommended for later venion of this model.

The Runge·Kutta method (Pachner, 1984) was used to solve the motion equations.

In order to simplify the problem. some other couplings between hydrodynamicaJ
effects are neglected. So the other nondiagonal elements in added·mass and damping
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matrices are elimina~. This mi!hl be a good firsl approximation for the iceberg Stability
analysis.

The equations in matrix style can be: rewrinen as;

M

A"
M

A.~

M

I.

-I.

-I.

-1"
-I,

I.

-I.

-I"

I~

A"

+

A.

A"

.....

(3.43)

18"
8=:.

1{Fo",'} I

8))

= {Mom~nt}

¢
Ii

B.
B"
B.

"

In compact model

M

~.

+8 -:

Iii

IjI

°Ii

~
8

I I
{Fo",'}

z
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{Mom~nt}

(3.44)

where M is ~cneralized mass mattix.

M-IM

DelaChin~

the variables

+M+IB;

ii

Ii

Vi

I{t

(3.45)

(j

=M-' i[{Momt'nt}
{F""} I-M-'. '
~

ii

Ii

Vi

IV

d:,:<t):: !.(x.y.:,o.6.\If.i.y.:,;,fi./j):i::1...6

(3.46)

(3.47)

Ifdcfinc F{x.y,:,(I,6,liI):: BUDyancy-Wt'ighl, then

d~:(t) "" f.[F{x. y.:,(I,O,¥').i, y,t,;.fi.¥i'];i = 1...6
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(3.48)

3.9.2 ForttS aDd lDOIDf:ols

3.9.2.1 BuoYaJK)" aDd buoyllDCY c-ealft

The buoyancy and buoyancy centre can be calculated from equation (3.12). (3.25).

(3.26) and (3.27).

3.9.2.2 Moment in space system

The moment acting on the ice model in space system in x direction and y direction
can be written as

M.""F,(y,-y.. )

(3.49>

M, :-F,(x.-x..)

(3.50>

3.9.2.3 Force and moment in body system

By applying the cransformation malJix. the force and moment acting on the ice model
can be converted from space system to body system by
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(3.51)

(3.52)

3.10 Coefficient selection
Hydrodynamic

c~ffjcients

such as added mass and damping are imponant in the

simul:uion model. In this thesis. in order to simplify our model. we regard the added mass
coefficienlS and damping coefficienlS as constanlS during the whole simulation process.
The selection of all of these coefficients depends on the iceberg shape and frequency of

oscillalion. and the mass and the length of the iceberg are used for oon·dimensionalisation
(Shown in Table 3-1). Bass and Sen's (1986) coefficienlS were used as a reference here.
The exaet coefficienlS need to be calibrated using the experimental data in the future.

Table 3·1 Normalbillg radon (Bass & Sen, 1986)
Dimensionless
Description

Symbol

(Factor)
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Dimensionless

Surge added mass (oeff.

A"

(A.IJ=All/m

Sway added mass coeff.

A.~

(A...) = A... 1m

Heave added mass codf.

A"

Roll added moment coeff.
Pitch added moment coeff.
Yaw added moment coeff.

...
...
A"

IAs,)=AsJ/m
mL'

(A... I""A... /(mLl

mL'

'A"J'A"/(mL')

)

mL'

' ... I· ... /(mL')

Surge damping coeff.

8"

mJ(ilLi

IB"I' 8,,1(mJ(ilLi)

Sway damping coeff.

B::

mJ(ilLi

[B~l= B::/(mJ(iiLj)

Heave damping coeff.

B"

mJ(ilLi

(B)l] "" Bn l(m.j(iiTJJ

Roll damping coeff.

B.

mL'J(iILi

I B.I = B./(mL' J(iILi)

Pitch damping coeff.

B"

mL'J(iILi

IB,,) '" BS! l(mL

Yaw damping coeff.

B.

mL'J(iILi

18~ I"" B"./(mLl J(iiL)

l

J(iiL))

m =mass; L =berg length; g ""gravitational acceler.ation

J.ll Simulatioa method
The Runge-Kulta method is used to solve the motion equation (3.48)_ Details of the

Runge-Kulta method are described in Appendix A.

3.12 Potential energy map
A potential energy method is used to detennine the equilibrium positions that an
arbitrarily shaped body can assume. The energy approach is used here because it lends
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itself to a thorough evaluation of the iceberg's possible stable orientations. This is useful
information because of the large number of possible stable orientations (Bass & Pelers
1984. Lever et aI. 1991).

For a given orientation. the draft at which the static equilibrium (FG = F,) is satisfied
can be found by ileration. The iteration routine finds the position al which the ralio of
underwaler volume 10 lotal volume is equal to the ratio of iceberg densily 10 water density.
Alternatively. it can be fourld dirtttly by integrating the pressure on the underwaler
surface unlil the buoyancy is equal 10 the known weight. For each orientation (pitch/roll
combination) the pOlentia[ energy is found from the vertical dislance between Ihe centres
of gravity and buoyancy.

BG

Stable equilibrium posilions occur at minima of the energy

function.

(3.53)

3.13 Computer program design
A computer program named STABLE has been developed to simulale the dynamic
stability process, the slability changes due to melling, and the motion changes of the
iceberg due 10 some external forces. The interface of STABLE is shown in Figure 3·8.
The program is developed using Microsoft Visual C++ language and OpenGL graphics
library. The program has five modules. They ~: static analysis of floating position and
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orientation; dynamic slabililY simulation; potential energy calculation; mehing simulalion.
and. towing and drag force simulation.

_'r."j

'"

r

__

r

_

p

"'-~ ......

r

rOO<4S'IJ'

Figure 3-8 User Interface of tbe STABLE program.

Here two key points of the program design are described. One iSlhe input file fonnat,
and the olher is Ihe data Siructure of the model in the program.
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3.13.1 FOf1I&IIt of iDpIIt file
"TM' 5te:reolithography. or STI. file format is used to inPUlthe iceberg model into the
program. The 5tereolithognphy formal is an indusay srandard WI is

~

to Store 3·

dimensional models in many CAD software or finite elemenl software. 1bere are lWO
reasons to choose this file formal. One is thai the 511. file formal can Slore 3-dimensional
model information in a lext formal. It is easy 10 view and modify. The other is that we can
use many widely used engineering software packages. such as AutoCAD and Rhino to
mesh and construct an iceberg model.

A s:unple STI. file. a box (IOmxlOmxIOrn) model, is listed in Appendix C as a

reference.

3.13.2 Data structun of the model in the program
To make the program work efficienLly, a special data strueturr is designed to describe
the model in lbe program (shown in Figure 3-9). More details of the

presented in Appendix A.
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program design are

---

- - -- r - - -- - -.

---

-r-

•.•..

--a-

~.~::':.'

_.cUIl

---

~:::'::

---

-O~,~·.":.:~~
-

......

- - ,,::~~. - r - - e ...:.....

Figure 3-' Data structure of Ute model ia proaram
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion

The rffi11ts of the nlUl'lericai model and program. described in Chapter 3. ow
discussed in this Chapter. TIle initial aim of this research is to

between

me shape

COfl5truer.

the relationship

changes and stabililY of the iceberg. For a complex ice model. W

shape changes due to lhe melting are hard

10

describe or re-mesh. and some adaptive

mesh geometry technology needs to be employed. Adaptive meshing is outside the scope
of this thesis. For this reason. some simple ice shapes are adopted 10 demonstrate the
~Iting

process. On the other hand. because lhc comlatioo of the stability and motion is

""'ell constructed and programmed. more attention will be paid to the model motion
simulation.

In this Chapter. the iceberg deterioration and stability model will be applied to some

icebergs. and then extended 10 other ocean engineering applications to illustrate its utility.
Here five applications are discussed. They are:
•

To obtain the most stable position using potential energy map.
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To evaluate and simulate the stability of icebergs.

To explore the change of stability of an iceberg due to melting.
To simulate the iceberg towing process.

To extend to a simple iceberg drift model.

4.1 Potential energy sbapes map and motion simulation
Potential energy maps are given for two samples: a relatively small
(012mx20m high) and a blocky iceberg (roughly 48mx42mx45m). The static polential
energy map of a cone is shown in Figure 4-2. A close-up view is shown in Figure 4-3.
The solid bold line is the potential energy of the cone during the whole stability
simulation process. From these pictures, we can see that the model moves from an
unstable position to a stable one. The corresponding dynamic simulation of the cone is
shown in Figure 4-1. A similar series of figures for me iceberg shape are shown in Figure
4-5, Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-4. In both cases, we can easily figure OUI the most stable
position. and the maps indicate several local stable positions.

Figure 4-1 Stability simulation of a cone
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Figure 4-2 Energy map of a cone

,~,~,;;;~r-;,~;;--;;~T=",;r-:=:7-:=~-~~-",,~~-4~
ro~

Figure 4·3 Energy map (close) of a CODe
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Figure

4~4

Stability simulation of an iceberg
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...

Figure 4·5 Energy map of an iceberg

.,.

Figure 4-6 Energy map (close) of an iceberg
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4.2 Slability evaluation and simulation
Th~ ad\'an13.g~
geomelri~s

of the pressure integration

lechn.iqu~

is lhal il aHows

rompl~x

10 be modelled accW'3lely and provides accur.ne results for l3Tg.e angle

rolations. Because the program developed in this lhesis integrates lhe pressure integration
technil']ue completely. it is easily to ex.tend 10 handle some complex models and large
angle problems. An example is presented here to

iI1U5tr3t~

the operation and performance

of lhis pressure integration approach 10 hydrostatic subiliry.

A simple tesl was dorIe in the Auid and Hydraulics lab in the Memorial Univmiry of
Newfoundland. A wax cubic model (0.59mxO.SSmxO.48m) whose densit}· was Ihe same
as the real

ic~

was adopted here. In lhe lest the cubic ice model was released with some

angle in the tank. The movement process was recorded using a digital camera. Similar 10
the real test. a same dimensional numerical model was input into the program. and
released with the same angle. After selecting coefficients carefully. such as added mass
codf"tcien! and damping coefficient. the movement process was simulated. ibe tesl
pictures and simulation pictures were shown in Figure 4-7.

From this example. we can clearly find that the simulation matches the rea1lesl very
well. The visual simulation of this process will help people to evaluale the stability more
accurately.

-n-
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Figurc 4-7 Real movcmcnt of an icc model compared with the simulation
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4.3 Melting simulation
A simulation that incorporales melting and motions for a simple cubic ice model was
examined (see Figure 4-8). As me melting proceeds, the block loses stabililY and rolls.
During melting all the mass and geomelric properties need to be updated. These
propenies include the volume, mass. buoyancy centre. weighl centre. moments of inenia.
and products of inertia. With these changes, the Slable positions change. Combining
motion and melting does nO!. in itself. presenl any difficulties. The mass propenies and
equations of motion are easy to specify and solve.
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Figure 4·10 Towing force acts above the centre of gravity
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4.4 TowiDg simulation
As a possible application of the STABLE program in iceberg management. a simple
towing module is developed. WheD towing a large
is quite irnp:INnl U the

tipping during the

lOW

i<:dIetI
should

iceberx. the initial shape of the ictberg

is labular the probicms associa&ed with rolling aod

not

become signifJeant until the iceberg has been

extensively modified by melting and calving (Weeks et

at. (977). If the iceberg is 100

narrow, or in some marginally stable position. it will be in great danaer of rolling over.
The minimum requirement is dw the

~taeentric height

be more reasonable to require a rnetaeentric: height at

should be positive. but it "'ot11d

ast equal to

10% of the

iceberB

width. Although the 'classical approach' is easy to compute, it suffers from a very

restrictive range of validity, such as small angle assumptions and/or simple geometries. In
this program. lhese restrictions

ate

avoided. Furthermore. the program can simulate

towing the iceberg in different positions with diffc:renl forces.

In order 10 simplify the problem. we assume lhat the towing fora: remains horizontal
and acts on the point under or above the centre of gravity (shown in Figure 4-9).
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w~~_~

••~~+____.. Fr

Figure 4-9 Towing (DIU FT acted OD the body at the water surf'llC:e

Considering the towing force. the ovenuming moment.

MT ' can be written as:

(4.1)

where

FT

is the towing force vector and (z, -zc;) is the vertical distance between the

point towing force and the centre of gravity. Comparing with the Eqns. (3.51) and (3.52),

the moment and force on the ice become:

{FO~'}=I~)=Tl ~:
F,
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B-W

I

(4.2)

IM'j

IM.+M'I

(4.3)

{MDmt'nt}= :: :T M, :Mr.

where Fr.' Fr. and M T, • Mr. arr the force and momem in the space s}'S(em in
di~clions

,f

and

,11

respectively.

A cubic ice model (IOmxIOmxlOm) is used as an example to presenl the towing

process. In the first case. a towing force of 2ooN, compared with its weight of 8820N.
acts at the water surf:.ce. II is c!earthat the icc model tills downward (sec Figure 4-10).
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Figure ......0 To"ing rom acts abon tbe aotre of'gravity

In the second case. a [ov.;ng force of lOON. acts at -Om below the v.-ater surface
Cshown Figllfe 4-11 I. The ice model tilts upward compared with the first case (see Figurt:

·················----t--·--··---··.·---------·
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Figure 4-12 Towing force acts under the centre of gravity
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When the towing for«

~omes

big enough. in this ex:unple 6OON. the kt: model

will roll o\'erduring the towing process (sec Figure 4-13).
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-.
ffI
'.

~
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Figure 4-13 Ice model rolls over
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4.5 Drift simulation
Anomer

possibl~

application of the programme STABLE in iceberg

10 predicl the drift of the

i~.

mana~ement

is

Because the original aim of this research is to constnlCt

the relationship between the shape and the stability of the iceberg. further work needs 10

be done to forecast lhe drifl of the

~rg.

To start. a general review of the tceberg drift

mechanism is presented.

An iceberg is assumed 10 drift und~r the innuence of the v«tor sum of air drag f~,
WOller drag

to' pressure gradient force

F~, radiation force F~ of surfac~ waves. Coriolis

forcing, and towing forc~ Fr (Mountain. D. G.. 1980, Smith, S. D.et al.. 1983).

(4.4)

where: Itt. a and ": are the mass. acceleraLion and velocity of the iceberg. The Coriolis
v«tor / = 2Qsin9 points upward: th~ earth's rate of rotation is Q=7.272xIO- J r3d/s
and

Q

is the l:ltilUde.
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In this thesis, to exploce the issue, the problem is simplified. and only considers the
water drag force Fo and lowing force Fr' The water drag force Fo

C:1JI

be wriUen as

(4.5)

where P. is lhe water densily. D. is the drag coefficienl in water,

A..

is the submerged

cross sectional area in a verucal plane of the iceberg. V. is the waler velocity. and

v:

is

the iceberg \'elocit}'. We assume that the w:uer drag force acts on the buoyancy cenlte of
the iceberg (shown in Figure 4-14). The drag coefficient can be sclecled from Table 4-1.

:

~

F.

G'
Fo

B

Fe :

Figurt 4-14 Water draa rora Ktcd
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OIl

the body

I

Table 4·1 Drag coefficients of various 3-D geometrical shapes (from Hoerner, 1965)

SHAPE ••

DESCRIPTION

Drag Coefficient D.

O~

Solid sphere

0.47

Half sphere shell

0.38

Solid half sphere

0.42

Solid ellipse

0.59

Solid cube

0.80

Solid cone

0.50

Solid half sphere

1.17

Half sphere shell

1.42

Half ellipse shell

1.38

Solid cube

1.05

~~
(J~

O~
(;...~

<I~

O~
?~
~~
L~
•• V is the now direction

Considering

the

water

I

I

I

I
I

I
drag

force.

the

moment

in

x, y. and z: direction,

M D,' M D,' and M D, separately. can be wrillen as:

I
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I

(4.6)

(4.1)

(4.8)

where Fo,' Fo,' and Fo. is the water drag force in space system in x. y. and ::direction.
Integrating the lowing force and water drag force. the moment and force on the ice

become:

F-I IF' +F'j
B-W
IF

{F01Tl'}= F: =T Fr. +Fo,

(4.9)

J

(4.10)

Compared with the towing simulation, lhe waler drag force will affect the tilt angle

and velocity of the iceberg motion (in Figure 4-(5). For iceberg towing, it is interesting to
know how long il will take to accelerate an iceberg up to ilS fuJI lowing speed. Using this
model. after considering the other external forces. we can p:t an accurate resull.

....

0.3
0.25
~

"
..5

0.2

>-

0.15

7

~

!

~

~
v
>

0.1
0.05
Time (5)
Figure 4-15 Velocities ortbe iceberg in two situations
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CbapterS
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Researcb

Based on the theoretical analysis and simulation presented in this thesis, SO~
conclusions are drawn in Utis Chapler and suggestions for further ~h are listed.

5.1 Conclusions
The iceberg deterioration and stability model has been successfully demonstnted 10
simulate the iceberg motion due to the melting and tXlemaJ forttS. such as towing focce

and water drag force. The simulation process is satisfactory. During this visual simulation
process. it can offer valuable information for iceberg management, and be a tool to aid
icetx:'I risk assessment.

A computer program has been developed 10 model the floatation and stability of an
arbitrarily shaped lhree-dimensional homogeneous floating rigid body. such as an iceberg.

Iceberg motions are inC«JlOf3led into the model and shape changes due 10 simple melting
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are accounted for. As an extension. the lowing force and water drag force are also
considered.

Usin~

the program. the visual simulation demonsO"ales !be dynamic stabiliry process.

The mehinglstabiliry model will be llSed 10 explore the reasons for the various shapes thai
icebergs have. To fully explain shape evolution it will be necessary to include calving and
fraclure. which is beyond the scope of the presenl model.

5.2 Suggestions for furtber researcb
This thesis provides a brief analysis. simulation. applications and some potenlial
3pplicalions in the iceberg delerioration and suabililY study. In order to make this research
more applied. much detailed study is needed. The suggestions for further research are
outlined as follows:

The melting section needs 10 be strengthened. The most problematic aspect of
the work is related 10 describing the evolving shape through an adaptive mesh.
The melling model

ca~

awkward results when applied 10 a general mesh.

Some computer graphics technology, such as graphic simplification algorithm.
adaptive meshing. can be used 10 make this wort possible.

Similar to the waler drag force. air dntg force. pressure gradient force and
Coriolis forcing can be added into !he program easily.
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More effort should be put on the wave situ:uiOfl. ir this program can be used as
a practical tool. Considering the wave acting on the iceberg. two effects should
be studied respectively. One is the n1diation rorce or surface waves. The other
one is iceberg dynamics in waves.
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AppeDdixA

A·I RUJllO-Kulla mdbod
In this thesis. second Runge·Kuna method is used 10 solve motion equation. This is
an initia.l value problem.lhat is 10 say. its initial conditions are known.

~

fundamenrals

of the method are described below. More dewls can be found in Pachner (1984). To
solve the iceberg motion equation in Eqn. (3.48), the Runge-KUlla method is applied 10
approximate the values 77,(t.) at some time t•• which is

II

time imerval 6J past the time

1be Runge-Kulta method is a numerical iterative procedure 10 solve the equations.

Here we just pick up two continues time t. and

'.-1

(0

deduce the general. expression

which can be used in the prognm. The allXiliary coefficients of Runge--KURa method are
dcnOl:ed as follows.
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t,: :: 61/,[F(x_,

+~Att.o-l +'i6li,pJo--l +~6tYo--l +'i6lk" ..:-./ +~61:~-c +'i4tk;,.

"•., +~61~'-l +i4tk".e._, +~6t9~., +i6lki/'''o-, +i6JV-, .i6lk,,).
.f••, +-1k". j'•.,

.~k,l':'.' .i.t'I'Qo., +ik".o•.•

.t,} =tu!,[F(xo.'

+iw..,..

(A.2)

·ik"."..,.ii,,1

j-61k,l.y._t +16tY.-. +i6lkiZO:•.t

+1 61:.-. +j6tk,:.

(1._, "'16tQ•., +'i6lk,1.9•.t +i6t9..... +i4tki1.II'O.1 +161vi•. +'i4tk,:).
t

(A.3)

i._, +1t,:. j·._t +1 k;:.:..., +1k,:.t•.,+1k,:.8.-, +~.t,:."._, +~ki:1
.t,. :: tu!,(F(x'.1 +-Ali•• t +1Alk,py.-, +6tY._. +~Alk;; ..:._. +61t"., +~Alk'J'
0•. , +11l~._, +1Atk'l.e•., + litO•• , +~61k'l.lP"_1

+ Atlft••, +

1

61kiJ )'

(A.4)

.t••, +.t<1' j'••, +k,).:•., +k,)'Q•., +k,J'O•., + t'l'';'.' +-k'll

Each time. when we calculale the: buoyancy of the 1l'KXk1. we should U'anSfonn the
displacemenlS and angles from body sySlCm 10 space system.

(A.S)
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Finally.

(A.6)

(A.7)
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AppendixB

B·l Flow cbarts or Ibe STABLE

Main Row cbart
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Figure 8-1 Main now cbart of program STABLE
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II

Statistical analysis section
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Pottotial eDffJY analysis sectioIl
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I

Motion simulation sediou
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Figure B-4 Flowchart 01 motioa Uiulatioo section
+
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Towing and drag simulation section
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Figurr 8-5 Flow chart of towing aad
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drac forces s1mWalioD section

Appendix C

C·I A SLA formal sample Ole

A IOrnxlOmxlOm 00:\ stored in SLA fonnal is Iisled as follows.

solid OBJECT
facet normal O.OOOOOOe+ooo O.OOOOOOe+OOO -1.000000e+OOO
outer loop
vertex -5.0000ooe+000 -S.OOOOOOe+OOO ·S.OOOOQOe+OOO
vertex 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000 -5.0000Cl0e+OOO
vertex 5.000000e+OOO -S.OOOOOOe+OOO -S.OOOOOOe+OOO
endloop
endfacet

facet normal O.OQOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOQe+OOO -l.()()()()()()e+OOO
outer loop

vertex 5.00000o&+000 5.000000e+OOO -5.ClOOOOOe+OOO
vertex -5.DOOOOOe+OOO -5.000000e+OOO -5.000000e+000
vertex -S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.00000O&+000 -S.OOOOOOe+OOO
endloop
endfacet
facet normal O.OOQOOOe+OOO O.DOOOOOe+OOO 1.000000e+OOO
ouler loop
varteK -S.OOOOOOe+OOO -S.DOOOOOe+OOO 5.000000e+OOO
vertex 5.0000Q0e+OOO -S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.000000e+00Q
vertex 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000 5.QO()()()()e+()(
endloop
endfacel

facet normal O.DOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOClOe+OOO 1.()()()()()()e+OOO
ouler loop
vertex 5.00000oe+OOO 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+OOO
vertex -5.000000e+OOO 5.000000&+000 5.000000e+000
vertex -S.OOOQOOe+OOO -5.000000e+OOO 5.000000e+000

endloop
endfacet
facet normal O.OOOClOOe+OOO -1.000000e+000 O.QOOOOOe+OOO
outer loop
vertex -5.0000008+000 -S.OOOOOCle+OOO ·S.OOOOOOe+OOO
vertex 5.00Q000e+OOO -S.OOOOOOe+OOO -5.0000008+000
vertex 5.0Q0000e+OOO -5.()()()Q()()e+OOO 5,()()()()()()e+OOO
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endloop
endtacet
facet normal O.OOOOOOe+OOO ·1.000000e+000 O.OOOOOOe+OOO
outer loop
vertex 5.000000e+000 -S.OOOOOOe+OOO S.OOOOOOe+OOO
vertex -S.OOOOOOe+OOO ·5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000
vertex ·5.000000e+000 -S.OOOOOOe+OOO -S.OOOOOOe+OOO
endoop
endfacet
facet normal '.000000e+000 O.OOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOe+OOO
outer loop
vertex 5.000000e+000 -5.000000e+000 -S.OOOOOOe+OOO
vertex 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000 -S.OOOOOOe+OOO
vertex 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000
endloop
endfacet
facet normal 1.000C>00e+OOO O.OOOOOOe+OOO O.OOOOOOe+OOO

outer loop
vertex 5.0Q0000e+OOO 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000
vertex 5.DOOOOOe+OOO -S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.000000e+000
vertex 5.000000e+000 -S.OOOOOOe+OOO -S.OClOOOOe+OOO
endloop
endfacet
lacet normal O.OOOOOOe+OOO 1.000000e+000 O.ClOOOOOe+OOO
outer loop
vertex S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.000000e+000 -5.000000e+000
vertex ·5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000 -5.000000e+OOO
vertex -S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.OOOOOO8+OOO 5.000000e+000
endloop

enctfacet
facet nonnal O.OOOOOOe+OOO 1.000000e+000 O.OOOOOOe+OOO
outer loop
vertex -S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.OOOOOO8+OOO 5.000000e+000
vertex 5.000000e+000 5.OOOOOO8+OOO 5.000000e+000
vertex 5.000000e+000 5.000000e+000 -5.000000e+000
endloop
endfacet
lacet normal -1.000000e+OOO 0.OOOOOO8+OOO O.ooooooe+ooo
outer loop
vertex -S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.000000e+000 -5.000000e+000
vertex -S.OOOOOOe+OOO -5.OOOOOO8+OOO ·S.OOOOOOe+OOO
vertex -S.OOOOOOe+OOO -S.OOOOOOe+OOO 5.000000e+000
endloop

endtacet
facet normal -1.000000e+000 0.OOOOOO8+OOO O.OOOOOOe+OOO
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outer loop
vertex -5.000000e+OOO -5.OOOOOO&+OOO 5.OOOOOO&+OOO
vertex -5.OOOOOO&+OOO 5.OOOOOO&+OOO 5.000000e+OOO
vertex -5.OOOOOO&+OOO 5.OOOOOO&+OOO -5.000000e+000
endJoop
endfacel
endsolid OBJECT
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